Neuropsychiatric interpretations of postencephalitic movement disorders.
This study reviews the impact of encephalitis lethargica (EL) on concepts of behaviour and movement during the 1920s and 1930s. Clinicopathological correlations were imprecise but supported the role of subcortical structures in complex patterns of motor behaviour. This possibility challenged the widely assumed hegemony of the cerebral cortex. There was a perceived link between involuntary movements and reduced impulse control and also between parkinsonism and a defect in volition. Contemporary observers interpreted postencephalitic phenomena such as oculogyria in psychodynamic as well as in neurophysiological terms. EL also gave some support to the idea that neuroses such as obsessional neurosis and hysteria might have an organic basis. These speculations recently have acquired more credibility. The large amount of literature on EL and its sequelae could perhaps make further contributions to understanding the pathology of voluntary movement and action.